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Abstract
This study evaluated whether the administration of a NSAID, sodium diclofenac, can promote alterations in the expression of Fos protein in central amygdala (CEA) and the lateral hypothalamus
(LH) after 6 h of experimental tooth movement with a controlled force of 70 g, applied to the superior central incisors of rats. Adult male rats were anesthetized and divided into four groups: Control, no orthodontic appliance (OA); OA activated with 70 g; OA activated with 70 g and pretreated
with diclofenac sodium (5 mg/kg, intramuscular); and diclofenac sodium alone. Six hours after the
onset of the experiment the rats were reanesthetized and perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde.
The brains were removed and fixed, and sections containing the CEA and LH were processed for
Fos protein immunohistochemistry. The results show that in the control group, intramuscular injection of a ketamine/xylazine mixture did not induce IR-Fos cells in the CEA or LH. However, in
the 70 g group, IR-Fos was the strongest observed (P < 0.05, Newman-Keuls) in the CEA and LH
compared with the other groups. Furthermore, pretreatment with sodium diclofenac reduced
IR-Fos in these regions. Pretreatment with diclofenac sodium reduced Fos protein immunoreactivity in the CEA and LH induced by orthodontic force application. The expression of Fos protein in
the CEA and LH is dependent, at least in part, on the inflammatory reaction induced by teeth
movement. Diclofenac can be an alternative medication of choice for relief of orthodontic pain.
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1. Introduction
In clinical orthodontic treatment, tooth movement is widely used. Orthodontists have reported that patients often
complain of discomfort and abnormal sensations, including pain sensation, following the application of orthodontic forces [1].
From the mid 1990s, studies have investigated the changes that occur in the central nervous system following
tooth movement. Research shows that the Fos protein is a marker of neuronal activity and analysis of its expression has been used as an effective technique for this purpose. Fos protein is the product of c-Fos expression and
can be detected using immunohistochemistry techniques. It is transiently expressed in neurons within an hour
following stimulation and persists for at least a few hours [2]. Studies have shown that experimental tooth movement elicited Fos expression in the trigeminal subnucleus caudalis and in the lateral parabrachial nucleus 24
hours after the initiation of experimental tooth movement [3]. Moreover, the application of forces to achieve
experimental tooth movement induced Fos protein immunoreactivity in the thalamic and hypothalamic nuclei 4
and in the central amygdale [4] [5]. These structures are involved in the transmission and modulation of nociceptive information [6].
Clinical observation shows that this discomfort and pain usually appear a few hours after the application of
force [1]. Orthodontic forces cause an inflammatory event resulting in the local release of substances like prostaglandin and substance P, which could be related to the mechanism of pain sensation [7]. Cyclooxygenase-2
(COX-2) is the dominant source of prostaglandins induced by inflammatory stimuli [8]. Marked increase in
COX-2 expression was shown to occur not only locally at the site of inflammation, but also in neurons, glia and
endothelial cells in the spinal cord and brain during inflammatory pain [9]. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) inhibit the two isoforms of prostaglandin H synthase [cyclooxygenase (COX)], COX-1 and
COX-2, the enzymes responsible for the formation of prostaglandins from arachidonic acid [8].
Regarding the use of NSAIDs for the treatment of orofacial pain, the effect of the administration of diclofenac
sodium in the orofacial formalin test was evaluated. The results demonstrated that this drug produced dose-dependent inhibition of the nociceptive index in the acute and tonic phases of this test [10]. In addition, the use of
NSAIDs is effective in the management of pain resulting from orthodontic treatment. Studies show that these
drugs reduce the number of bone resorption lacunae areas of compression teeth receiving orthodontic force application compared with rats that did not receive anti-inflammatory agents [11].
This study evaluated the effects of treatment with diclofenac sodium, a potent NSAID, in the activation of
central amygdala and lateral hypothalamus neurons following experimental tooth movement.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Animals
Twenty-seven male Wistar rats weighing 230 - 250 g were kept in Plexiglas wall cages in a room maintained at
24˚C, on a 12-hour light cycle (lights on at 7 am), with free access to water and food. The experiments were
conducted according to and with the approval of the ethical recommendations of the Committee for Animal Care
and Use of the University of São Paulo, Campus of Ribeirão Preto (Process 04.1.681.53.4). All efforts were
made to minimize animal suffering.

2.2. Experimental Procedure
The experiments were performed between 8 a.m. and 12 p.m. Before the experiments, the rats were anesthetized
by an intramuscular injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) plus xylazine (14 mg/kg) and divided into four experimental groups: Control (n = 8), rats only submitted to the anesthetic procedure; OA (n = 8), rats that received an
orthodontic appliance (OA) activated with 70g fixed on the maxillary incisors to induce tooth movement; DS +
OA (n = 6), as per the OA group but pretreated with diclofenac sodium (5 mg/kg, intramuscular) 30 min before
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the induction of tooth movement; and DS w/o OA (n = 5), rats injected with diclofenac sodium (5 mg/kg, intramuscular) alone.

2.3. Orthodontic Appliance (OA)
A fixed OA was constructed based on the model used by Magdalena et al. [12] consisting of a torsion spring
made of 0.016 inches of stainless steel, with each edge welded to two stainless steel rings (orthodontic bands) of
0.004 × 0.06 inches that were cut open in the middle so that they could be fixed to the right and left incisors
(Figure 1). This appliance was activated with a force of 70 g using a dynamometer and briefly heated so the
wire would memorize the force applied. Next, the appliance was fitted with the torsion spring and adapted to the
rat’s palate in such a way that the orthodontic band could be cemented to the incisor with zinc oxyphosphate.

2.4. Fos Protein Immunohistochemistry
The rats were deeply anesthetized 6 h following the onset of the experimental procedure with an intramuscular
injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) plus xylazine (14 mg/kg) and transcardially perfused with 200 mL phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, 0.01 M, pH 7.4) followed by 200 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4) at 4˚C. The brains were rapidly removed and soaked in the same fixative solution for 2 h at 4˚C and
then cryoprotected by overnight soaking in 30% sucrose/phosphate buffer, after which the brains were frozen in
isopentane at −40˚C. Subsequently, 40 µm coronal sections were cut inside a cryostat and processed for Fos
immunocytochemistry. Briefly, tissue sections were successively washed and incubated for 20 h with the primary Fos antibody (1:2000; SC 7202, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The sections were
then processed using the avidin biotin immunoperoxidase method (Vectastain ABC Kit; Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA, USA) and IR-Fos was revealed by the addition of the chromogen 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB;
Sigma) and 1% hydrogen peroxide. The polyclonal anti-c-Fos antibody was omitted in negative controls. The
slices were rinsed in PBS, mounted on gelatin-pretreated slides, dehydrated through an ethanol series, xylene-cleared, and cover-slipped for microscopic observations. For all experiments, tissues from the control and
experimental rats were always processed in the same assay. The brain regions analyzed in this study were the
central amygdala (CEA) and lateral hypothalamus (LH).

2.5. Quantitative Analysis
The sections were analyzed using light microscopy and labeled neurons were recorded using an image analysis
system (Zeiss KS 300). The anatomic description of brain regions followed the Paxinos and Watson atlas [13].
For a cell to be considered to express IR-Fos, the nucleus of the neuron had to be of an appropriate size (cell
neuron diameter ranging from approximately 8 to 15 µm) and shape (oval or round) and be distinct from the
background at 10× magnification. For quantitative analysis of Fos-labeled cells, three consecutive sections of

Figure 1. View of the activated appliance set on the rat maxilla.
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the brain region of interest were taken from each rat. In each section, the number of Fos-positive neurons was
counted unilaterally in the study area by one observer blinded to treatment using a light microscope with a 10×
objective and the absence or presence of labeled neurons was registered using an image analysis system (Image
J). The data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean and were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by the Newman-Keuls test. The level of significance was set as P < 0.05.

2.6. Drugs
Diclofenac sodium (Diclofenaco 50—Ouro Fino Saúde Animal Ltda.) was used at a dilution of 5% in 0.9% saline vehicle. The dose used was 5mg/kg, intramuscularly (IM). This dose was based on previous studies by Retamoso et al. [14].

3. Results
To evaluate the effect of the anesthesia, the number of protein immunoreactive (IR-Fos) cells was analyzed in
the area studied in control rats, i.e. rats that were only submitted to the intramuscular injection of ketamine/xylazine mixture. In this group, reduced expression of Fos protein was observed with only a few dispersed IR-Fos
cells located in the CEA and LH (Figure 2).
In rats fitted with an OA with a controlled force of 70 g, an increase in the density of IR-Fos cells was observed 6 h after the application of this force (Figure 2). Pretreatment with the NSAID diclofenac sodium (DS +
OA), 30 min prior to orthodontic movement, produced a significant reduction in the number of IR-Fos cells in
the CEA and LH 6 h after activation. In rats administered the NSAID but not submitted to tooth movement (DS
w/o OA), the mean number of IR-Fos cells in the CEA and in the LH were similar to Control group (Figure 2).
Statistical analysis demonstrated a significant difference between treatments for these nuclei (F3, 26 = 33.95; F3,
26 = 33.47, P < 0.001 ANOVA for CEA and LH, respectively). The Newman-Keuls post-hoc test showed that
mean number of IR-Fos cells in the groups treated with an OA activated with 70g were different compared with
the remaining groups (Control, DS + OA and DS w/o OA) in the both nuclei studied (P < 0.05). Furthermore,
the number of IR-Fos cells in the DS + OA groups was different compared with Control, OA and DS w/o OA (P
< 0.05, Newman-Keuls, Figure 2).

4. Discussion
The results obtained here showed that preadministration of sodium diclofenac, a potent NSAID, promoted a re-

Figure 2. Mean number cells IR-Fos (mean ± standard error
of the mean) in the central amygdala (CEA) and lateral hypothalamus (LH) in the group with no orthodontic appliance
(Control), in the OA activated group (OA), in the OA activated group pretreated with diclofenac sodium (DS + OA) and
in the group treated with diclofenac sodium without OA (DS
w/o OA). a and b P < 0.05 compared with the remaining groups by the Newman-Keuls test. Number of rats analyzed in
parentheses.
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duction in the IR-Fos cells, suggesting, at least in part, that the activation of cells in structures related to the affective-motivational component of pain is due to inflammation resulting from the application of orthodontic
force. Additionally, the results corroborated a prior report that demonstrated an increase in the density of immunoreactive Fos protein cells in the CEA and LH, after the rats had been submitted to controlled movement
with a force of 70 g to achieve distalization of the maxillary central incisors [5].
It is known that the CEA is implicated in the production of affective responses and contributes to noxious
processing [15]. Neural activity in the CEA is increased by acute nociceptive stimulation or chronic pain in rats
[15] [16]. Moreover, neuroimaging studies have shown the involvement of the amygdala in processing the affective component of pain in humans [17] [18]. The hypothalamus and thalamus also appear to be targets for
certain direct nociceptive inputs from the spinal and medullary dorsal horn [19] [20]. Fos expression was observed in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus and the paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus following other forms of noxious stimulation, such as formalin injection into the rat footpad [21].
Studies also show that the tooth movement induced significant expression of Fos protein in the central nucleus of the amygdala, the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus and the paraventricular nucleus of the
thalamus [4]. In agreement with these data, our results corroborated a pioneer report that showed an increased in
Fos protein in the central nucleus of the amygdala and lateral nucleus of the hypothalamus induced by tooth
movement [5].
The use of orthodontic appliances has also resulted in neuronal activation in other brain structures. A substantial number of IR-Fos neurons have been observed in the spinal trigeminal caudalis, parabrachial nucleus, periaqueductal gray matter and dorsal raphe. Neuronal activation also occurs to a lesser extent in the trigeminal interpolaris and locus coeruleus [12].
One possible explanation is that the presence of IR-Fos cells in the CEA and LH is due to transmission of nociceptive inflammatory information through spino (trigemino) parabrachiohypothalamic [20], the spinohypothalamic [19] and the spino (trigemino) pontoamygdaloid pathways [6]. These pathways project to the side of the
parabrachial area, which retransmits this nociceptive information to the amygdala and hypothalamus. Another
possible explanation is that the nociceptive stimuli activate monoaminergic descending pathways of nociceptive
control [22]. Tooth movement is capable of promoting increased release of serotonin in the bulbar regions and
periaqueductal gray [23]. Madaglena et al. [12] has shown that tooth movement induced Fos protein staining in
the dorsal raphe, a region that produces intense serotonergic innervation to the amygdala and hypothalamus.
It has been suggested that pain due to tooth movement is caused by events such as periodontal ligament and
bone tissue pressure, edema and ischemia, which results in the release of inflammatory mediators [24] [25]. In
this context, studies have shown the role of COX-2 as a regulator of the transmission of nociceptive information
[9] [26]. COX-2 was shown to be increased in the caudal trigeminal nucleus and was involved in orofacial pain
resulting from experimental tooth movement [27].
NSAIDs are frequently used as analgesics in dental clinical practice, because of the ability to inhibit the activity of the cyclooxygenase enzymes that transform arachidonic acid to prostaglandins 28. Furthermore, due prostaglandins are important mediators of bone resorption [28] [29], these medications can affects the rate of orthodontic tooth movement [30]. In this way, acetaminophen, that is a NSAID belonging to the family of paraminophenols, which by not inhibiting PGs or by inhibiting them slightly, is the drug of choice for treating the discomfort of tooth movement [28] [29] [31]. Moreover, although higher dose (10 mg/kg) of diclofenac (a subgroup of NSAID) administrated in the gingiva, also has alter the orthodontic tooth movement [29], daily systemic dose of 5 mg/kg diclofenac for fourteenth days did not modified the bone neoformation on the tension side
of the tooth movement in rats [14].
Previous studies have shown a decrease in Fos protein in brain structures related to pain, following the administration of NSAIDs [32] [33]. In the present study, preadministration of diclofenac sodium, promoted a reduction in the IR-Fos cells in CEA and LH, suggesting, at least in part, that the activation of cells in these structures related to the affective-motivational component of pain is due to inflammation resulting from the application of orthodontic force. So, it is possible to suggest that diclofenac can be useful to management of orthodontic
pain.

5. Conclusion
 Pretreatment with diclofenac sodium reduced Fos protein immunoreactivity in the CEA and LH induced by
orthodontic force application.
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 The expression of Fos protein in the CEA and LH is dependent, at least in part, on the inflammatory reaction
induced by teeth movement.
 Diclofenac can be an alternative medication of choice for relief of orthodontic pain.
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